AN IMPORTANT TOPIC HAS COME UP IN THE CHURCH, I THINK, BECAUSE OF A CERTAIN AMOUNT OF LIBERALISM AND DILUTING AND A CASUALNESS WHICH BEGAN TO INFILTRATE THE CHURCH OF GOD A NUMBER OF YEARS AGO. THINGS THAT HAD BEEN TAUGHT FOR A LONG, LONG TIME SIMPLY WERE NOT BEING STRESSED. BUT NOW THEY'RE BEING STRESSED AGAIN. AN EXAMPLE OF THIS IS ONE ASPECT OF OUR UNDERSTANDING IS THE APPLICATION OF THE THIRD COMMANDMENT. IT HAS BEEN A LITTLE BIT BLURRED, AND SHOULD NOT HAVE BEEN. THE THIRD COMMANDMENT TELLS US THAT WE ARE TO RESPECT THE NAME OF GOD. WE'RE NOT TO TRIFLE WITH GOD'S NAME, BECAUSE NAMES ARE IMPORTANT TO HIM. HE EVEN CHANGES YOUR NAME IF HE DOESN'T THINK IT'S GOOD OR APPROPRIATE OR IT MEANS THE RIGHT THING. SAUL BECAME PAUL AFTER CONVERSION AND ABRAM BECAME ABRAHAM. AND IN THE KINGDOM OF GOD SOME OF YOU WILL HAVE A NEW NAME BECAUSE GOD MAY NOT CARE FOR THE NAME YOU HAVE NOW. AND MAYBE HE'LL LET YOU MAINTAIN IT OR RETAIN IT, I DON'T KNOW. THAT'LL DEPEND ON WHAT GOD WANTS. BECAUSE NAMES ARE IMPORTANT TO GOD, THEY SHOULD BE IMPORTANT TO YOU AND YOUR CHILDREN.

GOD'S NAMES, OF COURSE, ARE VERY IMPORTANT. HE HAS MANY, AND THEY REVEAL HIS AUTHORITY AND HIS LOVE. THEY REVEAL GOD'S CHARACTER. EVERY NAME OF GOD THAT HE APPLIES TO HIMSELF HAS SIGNIFICANCE AND MEANING. AND TO BLUR THOSE NAMES OR TO OBESCURE HIS NAME, TO MINIMIZE THE NAME OF GOD, OR TO DEBASE GOD BY DEBASEING ONE OF HIS NAMES IS SOMEHOW TANTAMOUNT TO SACRILEGE! AND SOME OF YOU DO THAT UNWITTINGLY.

I REMEMBER AS A CHILD, VERY FEW PEOPLE REGULARLY USED THE NAME OF GOD IN A TRIVIAL WAY. IT WASN'T DONE. IT IS NOWADAYS. TO LET GOD'S NAME COME OUT OF YOUR MOUTH AS AN EXCLAMATION OR AS A REMARK OR A SIGN OF SURPRISE WAS RARE WHEN I WAS A KID, TO USE IT AS A CURSE WORD WAS RARE. BUT ON OCCASION, I KNOW THAT THE WORKING CLASS MEN OF A CERTAIN EDUCATIONAL LEVEL DID USE THOSE NAMES ON THE JOB. BUT EVEN THOSE GENTLEMEN WOULD NEVER USE THE NAME OF GOD IN FRONT OF THEIR WIVES OR IN FRONT OF THEIR KIDS BECAUSE WOMEN WERE NOT TO HEAR THE NAME OF GOD, AND EVEN MEN WHO MIGHT USE IT AMONGST OTHER MEN IN A BAR OR SOMEPLACE LIKE THAT, WERE VERY CAREFUL WHERE THEY USED IT. SOMEHOW THE CONCEPT THAT YOU MUST RESPECT AND HONOR THE NAME OF GOD WAS VERY POWERFUL, EVEN UP TO ABOUT 20 TO 25 YEARS AGO, THERE WAS A HEAVY TABOO. AND EVEN NON-RELIGIOUS PEOPLE WHO DIDN'T GO TO CHURCH FELT IT INAPPROPRIATE TO USE THE NAME OF GOD. EVEN THEY HAD REQUIRED THE TABOO AND THEY WOULD NOT USE IT.

I WASN'T RAISED IN A "CHURCHY" ENVIRONMENT AT ALL. AND WHEN I WAS A KID, WESTERN CANADA WAS PROBABLY ABOUT THE MOST IRRELIGIOUS PLACE ON THE FACE OF THE EARTH. I DON'T COME FROM THE BIBLE BELT. AND NOBODY I KNEW EVER WENT TO CHURCH ALL THAT MUCH. BUT, YOU KNOW, THEY DIDN'T USE GOD'S NAME VERY OFTEN. I REMEMBER THE FIRST TIME I HEARD AN ADULT WOMAN USE GOD'S NAME IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE VERB, "TO DAMN." I WAS ABOUT 15 YEARS OF AGE, AND WE WERE VISITING A RELATION OF MINE, AND A NEIGHBOR CAME IN AND SHE USED THE NAME OF GOD WHEN I WAS A YOUNG ADULT. SHE COMBINED IT WITH THE VERB, "TO DAMN," AND YOU KNOW HOW THAT WOULD BE USED. MY EARS BURNED FOR ABOUT FIVE DAYS! I REMEMBER GOING TO BED A COUPLE OF TIMES THINKING ABOUT THAT AND BEING SO BOTHERED AND TRAUMATIZED BY IT THAT I HAD A HARD TIME FALLING ASLEEP. I DIDN'T KNOW THAT WOMEN COULD BE SO LOW-CLASSED AND SO TRASHY, BECAUSE IT WAS CONSIDERED VERY LOW-CLASS AND TRASHY TO DO THAT TYPE OF THING IN PUBLIC. AND I WAS SORT OF SHOCKED.

NOW IN 1981, OF COURSE, EVERYBODY DOES IT. IT'S DONE ALL THE TIME. IT'S DONE ON TV AND YOU HEAR IT CONTINUALLY. THE SAD THING IS SOME OF OUR OWN BRETHREN DO IT, AND I HAVE HEARD THEM DO IT! SOME OF YOUR KIDS DO IT, BECAUSE I HAVE HEARD SOME OF YOUR KIDS DO IT. AND I'VE TOLD MY CHILDREN, AND I CAN TELL YOU PUBLICLY, IF THEY EVER DO THAT IN FRONT OF ME NO MATTER WHAT THEIR AGE IS, I WILL REQUIRE AN APOLOGY AND PROBABLY ADMINISTER DISCIPLINE. OTHERWISE I WILL SHOW THEM THE DOOR. BECAUSE THE NAME OF GOD WILL NOT BE PROFANED IN MY HOME UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCE. I SIMPLY WILL NOT ALLOW IT. AND NEITHER DO I THINK YOU SHOULD.

NOW, OF COURSE, MOST OF OUR MEMBERS KNOW THAT THEY SHOULD NOT USE THE NAME OF GOD IN A LITERAL WAY. BUT SOME OF YOU STILL USE EUPHEMISMS QUITE A LOT. THAT IS A FANCY WORD
I hope you realize the verb, “to darn,” d-a-r-n, isn’t with a needle, fixing up a hole in your sock, though it can be that. It is used much more frequently when something happens and you call upon God “to darn it,” you’re not asking God to get out his needle and to fix up a hole! You’re asking God to curse it, and you’ve changed the verb, “to damn” very, very slightly. D-a-m-n has become d-a-r-n, but to God, it means the same thing. And that is not something minor. That is something in God’s eyes which is major.

I want you to notice very quickly something about the name of God and the cherishing and the protection we ought to give to his name, and the way we use it, and how we call upon it in prayer. When in trivial, casual conversation, or when something occurs and you call upon God to bring damnation and condemnation to somebody, or even to your thumb when you whack it, rather than saying “ouch,” you’ve done something which is very trivial as far as his name is concerned.

The third commandment is a very important law of God. We must protect his name and respect his name. Exodus 20:7, “Thou shalt not take the name of the Lord your God in vain [that is in a trivial, profane, belittling way; why?]; for the eternal will not hold him guiltless...” It says God will not hold him as a “clean human being,” in the Hebrew, guiltless means clean, that means spiritually clean. You are not spiritually clean if you’re using the name of God in vain. So when you profane the name of God, you have rendered yourself spiritually unclean before God, and you must cleanse your life, you must cleanse your tongue, you must cleanse your vocabulary, then you have a right to call yourself clean before God as far as the application of that law is concerned.

I’ve sat in some of our schools in philosophy classes, and I’ve heard of this being done: teachers will even teach kids to use profanity. That is, they will tell them to say certain words over and over again, sex terms, biblical terms, or terms of profanity that to the older generation are scatological terms, and they’ll tell you to repeat the words until finally you become desensitized to the meaning, and the taboo is gone and you don’t feel guilty. Because, of course, you mustn’t feel guilty. Guilt is bad, they say. So say the words, and you won’t feel guilty.

Of course, even some of our own kids in the church of God sometimes say, well, why can’t we say this word? It’s just a word. No, it is not just a word. It is a question of respect and honor and awe. And there must be taboos, and there ought to be some guilt about certain things that are wrong. Guilt isn’t bad when it doesn’t become obsessive. And the name of God must be protected. Our language must be cleaned up and the name of God must be respected.

Matthew chapter 6, verse 9, where Christ mentions this as well and is very clear in his focus upon it, and he should be, and so should we be. We weren’t for a while. We weren’t clear in our focus so much in anything, it seemed for a while. At least I’m glad that era is over. In Matthew 6:9 the model prayer, notice the focus on the name of God. “After this manner therefore pray you [when you pray say]: our Father which is in heaven [and you begin by calling him by one of his names, which is father and father is a name that should be considered an honorable name], hallowed be...” Not hallowed is, because his name isn’t hallowed, hallowed means “respected” and “revered” and “honored be,” not “is,” because it isn’t being honored by most people, this is a subjunctive form of the verb in the Greek. It isn’t present. “Hallowed is” is present, “hallowed be” is a different form of the verb. “Hallowed be” means, “let your name be hallowed.” It is a form of a command. Cause your name to be hallowed. It is subjunctive and implies a process by which the name of God will someday be hallowed and honored and respected. It certainly isn’t now. When will that happen? In verse 10, it will happen when the kingdom of God comes.

Now you and I must respect the name of God, and so should our kids. Our kids have a special problem in that direction because the schools, society, tv, everything is con-
TRIVED NOWADAYS TO DE-SENSITIZE YOUNG PEOPLE TO THAT KIND OF RESPECT TOWARDS THE NAME OF GOD. AND IF YOUR KIDS LET SOMETHING BLURT OUT, I WOULD IMMEDIATELY REACT AND ADMINISTER VERY SPECIFIC, STRONG, LOVING PUNISHMENT ON THE SPOT. I’VE ALREADY TOLD THE KIDS IN Y.O.U. THAT IF I HEAR GOD’S NAME COME OUT OF THEIR MOUTH OR PROFANITY COME OUT OF THEIR MOUTH IN A Y.O.U. ACTIVITY, I WILL AUTOMATICALLY EXPEL THEM FROM Y.O.U. FOR A MONTH. I KNOW THE PROBLEM, BECAUSE IT IS AROUND THEM ALL THE TIME; SO I DON’T SAY A YEAR, BUT I DO SAY A MONTH. NOW I KNOW SOME PARENTS THINK THAT IS TERRIBLY HARSH, BUT SOME OF YOU MAKE ME FEEL SAD BECAUSE SOME OF YOU PARENTS, NO MATTER WHAT DISCIPLINE Y.O.U. ADMINISTERS, YOU ALWAYS FEEL IT IS TOO HARSH. SOME OF YOU ARE MARSHMALLOWS WHEN IT COMES TO YOUR KIDS; JUST MARSHMALLOWS! IF WE EVEN LIFT OUR EYEBROW TO YOUR PERFECT CHILD YOU’RE SAYING, OH, DON’T TOUCH MY CHILD! SOME OF YOU ARE SO SILLY! YOUR KID ISN’T PERFECT AND NEITHER ARE MINE. SO DISCIPLINE MUST BE ADMINISTERED THROUGH Y.O.U. LOVINGLY, COLLECTIVELY; IT MUST BE DONE. IF THEY USE THE NAME OF GOD OR PROFANITY, WE WILL EXPEL THEM. THE KIDS KNOW THAT, AND THEY’RE NOT TEARING THEIR HAIR OUT. BUT SOME PARENTS DO.

ANYWAY, THERE ARE OTHER WAYS TO USE PROFANITY THAT I WANT TO DISCUSS VERY BRIEFLY BECAUSE THEY POP OUT VERY, VERY OFTEN. AND REMEMBER, EUPHEMISM IS A SLIGHTLY ALTERED FORM OF PROFANITY; ALTERED GENERALLY IF YOU GO BACK A NUMBER OF YEARS, 20, 50, 200, 500, ALTERED BY WOMEN, ALTERED BY CHILDREN, ALTERED BY PEOPLE THAT HAD CERTAIN COMPUNCIONS ABOUT USING THE WORD SO THEY WOULD CHANGE KIND OF A RAW TERM INTO A TERM THAT SOUNDED A LITTLE LITTIC NICE IN THE MOUTH OF A WOMAN OR A CHILD OR SOMEBODY WHO DIDN’T WANT TO BE INVOLVED IN OPEN PROFANITY. WHEN I WAS A KID, AS AN EXAMPLE, WOMEN RARELY SAID THE NAME OF GOD OUTSIDE OF THE CONTEXT THAT INVOLVED RELIGION. BUT MANY OF THEM SAID, “GOSH,” WELL, YOU SEE, “GOSH,” G-O-S-H IS SIMPLY GOD WITH THE “D” REMOVED AND AN “S-H” ADDED ON TO MAKE IT SOUND MORE INNOCUOUS, BUT IT IS NOT. WHEN YOU SAY, “GOSH” YOU HAVE PROFANED THE NAME OF GOD. AND HE KNOWS IT, EVEN IF YOU DON’T.


THIS ISN’T DONE ANYMORE EITHER, BUT TO GIVE YOU THE PRINCIPLE, WHEN I WAS A KID A LOT OF PEOPLE USED TO SAY, “HOLY SMOKE.” DO ANY OF YOU REMEMBER THAT? WHERE DOES “HOLY SMOKE” COME FROM? THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS HOLY SMOKE. AND IT COMES FROM THAT SPECIFIC TERM, POWER OF GOD. WE SHOULDN’T SAY THAT. BUT THERE IS A HOLY SPIRIT, IT IS A MINIMIZING OF THE PEOPLE USED TO SAY, “GOOD GRIEF.” SOME STILL DO. DO YOU KNOW WHERE “GOOD GRIEF” COMES FROM? IT COMES FROM “GOD’S GRIEF,” BUT THAT WAS NOT TO BE SAID BECAUSE THAT WAS PROFANITY, SO “GOD” BECAME “GOOD” AND THEN YOU COULD SAY, “GOOD GRIEF.” BUT IS THERE ANY GOOD GRIEF? WELL, ORIGINALLY IT WAS, “GOD’S GRIEFS” GOD’S GRIEF AT THE DYING OF HIS SON. IT IS NOT SOMETHING WHICH WE SHOULD MINIMIZE AND USE IN A FORM OF WHAT SEEMS TO BE CASUAL PROFANITY. PEOPLE USED TO SAY, “GEE WHIZ.” SOME PEOPLE STILL DO. I THINK YOU SEE WHERE THAT WOULD COME FROM.

AND THEN, OF COURSE, IN THIS DAY AND
AGE PEOPLE OPENLY USE THE VERB, “TO DAMN.” TRADITIONALLY THE VERB, “TO DAMN” HAS ALWAYS BEEN EMPLOYED IN COMBINATION WITH THE NAME OF GOD. AND PEOPLE CALLED UPON GOD, INVOKED THE DIVINITY, THE POWER OF GOD, TO INTERVENE AND TO ZAP OR DESTROY OR TO HARM OR TO CHAS-TISE A PERSON OR AN INDIVIDUAL OR AN OBJECT THAT THEY WERE ANGRY AT, SO PEOPLE WOULD CALL UPON GOD, GOD WOULD YOU PLEASE CON- DEMN OR DAMN THIS OBJECT. IT BECAME SHORT- ENED, OR COURSE, AND THEN IN AN ABBREVIATED FORM. AND THEN BECAUSE THAT WAS STILL A VERY POWERFUL OATH, A LOT OF PEOPLE BEGAN TO USE THE VERB, “DARN” RATHER THAN “DAMN.” YOU KNOW WHAT YOU MEAN WHEN YOU SAY “DARN IT?” “DARN IT” IS A SUBJUNCTIVE FORM OF THE VERB, NOT “IT DARNS,” BUT “MAY YOU DARN,” AND THEN THERE’S THE OTHER VERB, MUCH MORE POWER- FUZ, “IT,” AND YOU HAVE NO RIGHT, BRETHREN, TO CALL UPON THE NAME OF GOD TO CONDEMN OR TO DAMN ANYTHING THAT IS NOT TO BE CONDEMNED OR TO BE DAMNED IN THAT WAY, AND THAT IS A PROFANE USE OF THE NAME OF GOD.

I WANT TO SHOW YOU A COUPLE OF OTHER THINGS, AND I HOPE THE POINT WILL HAVE BEEN PUT ACROSS. MATTHEW 5:33, “AGAIN, YOU HAVE HEARD THAT IT HAS BEEN SAID BY THEM OF OLD TIME, [DO NOT] FORESWEAR YOURSELF, BUT [YOU SHALL] PERFORM UNTO THE LORD [UNTO GOD ALL OF YOUR] OATHS: BUT I SAY UNTO YOU, SWEAR NOT AT ALL…” WE’RE NOT TO SWEAR, WE’RE NOT TO RAISE OUR HAND AND SAY, I THEREFORE SWEAR, MOST LATIN LANGUAGES HAVE A SIMILAR TYPE OF LINGUISTIC SET-UP. IN FRENCH PEOPLE ARE CONTINUALLY SAYING, OH, I SWEAR IT, YOU SAY, DID YOU REALLY DO THAT? AND EVEN LITTLE KIDS WILL SAY, OH YES, I SWEAR I DID IT, IN ENGLISH THAT’S A LIT- TLE UNUSUAL TO USE THE VERB, “TO SWEAR” IN THAT WAY. IN FRENCH PEOPLE GO OFF AND SAY, I SWEAR ON THE HEAD OF MY CHILDREN THAT I DID IT. IT’S A COMMON STATEMENT, THAT IS A VERY POWER- EFUL OATH. I WOULD USE THE VERB, “TO SWEAR” VERY INFREQUENTLY. BECAUSE IF YOU ANALYZE IT, YOU’RE CALLING UPON GOD, THERE MAY BE A FEW EXCEPTIONS WHEN YOU ARE NOT, BUT YOU NEED TO BE AWARE OF THAT VERB.

DON’T SWEAR AT ALL, NEITHER BY HEAVEN; “GOOD HEAVENS” PEOPLE SAY. DO YOU KNOW WHAT “GOOD HEAVENS” MEANS? GOD’S HEAVEN. YOU CAN’T SWEAR BY HEAVEN. “LUCKY STARS,” FOR THE STARS ARE IN THE HEAVENS. THAT’S AN OATH. AND DO NOT SWEAR BY THE EARTH OR BY THE LAND, THE LAND OF PROMISE. REMEMBER WAS IT IN ‘LIL ABNER, HIS MOTHER USED TO SAY, “FOR LAND’S SAKE,” AND I HEARD ON TELEVISION LAST WEEK AN OLD MOVIE, SOME LITTLE OLD LADY SAID, “MY LANDS,” DO YOU KNOW WHAT LANDS SHE’S TALKING ABOUT? THE LAND OF PALESTINE, WHEN SOME-
WAS ONCE VERY FASHIONABLE IN THE CHURCH OF GOD, BUT IT HAS VERY QUICKLY GONE OUT OF FASHION.

ANYWAY, GOD SAYS, YEA, YEA AND NAY, NAY. WHAT WE DO NEED, BRETHREN, IS MORE RESPECT FOR GOD, MORE RESPECT FOR GOD’S LAW AND AN AWARENESS OF SOME OF THE TERMS AND THE WORDS THAT WE HAVE BEEN USING THAT ARE NOT OF GOD, BUT HAVE COME FROM SATAN IN AN ATTEMPT BY SATAN THE DEVIL TO BRING DISRESPECT AND DISCREDIT UPON THE NAME OF GOD. IT HURTS GOD TO HEAR US USE THOSE WORDS IN THOSE TERMS, WE SHOULDN’T DO IT, NEITHER SHOULD OUR CHILDREN. AND WE NEED TO BE VERY, VERY CAREFUL AND CONSCIOUS OF THAT SPECIFIC PROBLEM.

### END ####